“

Aspire was life changing
for me.The guest lectures,
personal statement workshops,
and one-to-one guidance
made all the difference.
Sophie
Aspire and University of Cambridge Alumna

THE ASPIRE
PROGRAMME
28

expert
Oxbridge mentors

22

Oxbridge offers
this year

35

university academics
giving lectures on
their specialist areas

10+

hours per week of
extension classes

45%
of students invited
to interview at
Oxbridge are
offered places

Aspire is a timetabled two-year programme of lectures and activities
that prepares students to gain admission to top universities and secure the
best career opportunities.
On The Aspire Programme...
− Weekly timetabled talks and workshops given by the country’s
top academic thinkers will stretch and challenge you.

− You’ll be encouraged to lead clubs, societies, and college events
and to build your confidence through public speaking and debate.

− Workshops on summer schools, choosing the right subject,
research skills, and super-curricular learning will develop
your study skills and improve your University applications.

− If you are an athlete, dancer, or musician performing at national
or international levels you’ll receive specialist support.

− Our one to one mentoring scheme will help you gain admission
to top universities and secure the best career opportunities.
− Our Oxbridge Programme will offer you intensive guidance
and support, the opportunity to experience individual
supervisions with academics from the University of
Cambridge, and specialist tuition for admissions tests.
− Mock interviews in collaboration with Winchester College
and local employers will prepare you to interview for
top universities and higher level apprenticeships.
− You’ll be invited to visit the most competitive
universities including Oxford, Cambridge and a
residential weekend at the University of Exeter.
− Daily updates will alert you to competitions, masterclasses,
university and employer events and other external
opportunities that will provide you with the stretch
and challenge top universities are looking for

The Aspire programme is designed for students with a GCSE average
score of 7+. During the college year, students who are identified as
having exceptional talent will also be invited to join the programme.
The programme runs throughout the year and students can attend
the sessions most relevant for them. We do not expect students to
attend all activities but they will be contacted about specific events.

If you have any queries contact
the Careers Team directly:
careers@barton.ac.uk

Aspire Lectures: Examples
− The Politics of Liberal Eugenics
− Chaos in Chemical Systems
− ‘What was it like to be young
during the French Revolution?’
− Schizophrenia
− A History of Medicine and Magic
in 17th Century England

− International Relations and
Our Place in the World
− The Joy of Finding Helium
on an Exoplanet
− The Evolution of Terrorism
− Biospectroscopy and Nanotechnology
− Current Challengers in Policing

− English Renaissance Literature

− Plato vs the Sophists

− Saving the World with Solid Smoke

− Societal Perceptions of
Body Modification

− Oceanography
− Cryptography
− The Language of “Mommy Bloggers”

“

The Aspire lectures in my
subjects have been incredibly
interesting.The Further Maths
‘What’s Next?’ Day at Oxford was
really helpful in deciding what
subject to take at university, as was
the trip to the Oxford Open Day.

− The Role and Function of the
UK Intelligence Service
− Research in Oesophageal Cancer
− Cryogenics and Superconductivity

Alfie Baxter

Speakers

Formerly of The Hamble School
Subjects: Chemistry, Mathematics,
Further Mathematics, Physics
Q-XTRA: Aspire Programme, Maths
Extension (STEP), Athletics
Alfie has an offer to study Mathematics at
Trinity College, University of Cambridge.

− Former MI6 agent

− University of Southampton

− National Oceanography Centre

− University of Portsmouth

− Government Brexit adviser

− Wildlife conservation expert

− Holocaust Research Centre

− Business people

− University of Oxford

− Medics

− University of Cambridge

− Politicians

− District Commander,
Southampton Police

− Two National Maths Communicators

Workshops

Trips

− How our taxes should be spent

− University of Oxford

− Debating

− Cambridge residential

− How to get in to competitive
universities

− Institute for Developmental
Sciences

− How to apply to summer schools

− University of Exeter

− Annual quiz

“

The Aspire programme has
had a tremendous impact on
both my academic and extracurricular
attainment. By attending each weekly
session I have explored subjects
and careers I had never considered
before, as well as being informed
about fantastic opportunities.
Myah Ojla

Formerly of Henry Cort Community College
Subjects: Economics, English
Literature, History
Q-XTRA: Aspire Programme, Japanese
Certificate, English Extension, History
Extension, Student Committee
Myah has offers to study Law at university.

‘Careers In’ Days

(speakers and workshops from local and national employers)
− Healthcare
− Science, technology, engineering, architecture and maths
− Creative Industries
− Criminal justice
− Uniformed services
− Business

If you have any queries contact
the Careers Team directly:
careers@barton.ac.uk

